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PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

I. Ye. Petrosyan 

A LATE COPY OF THE GHARlB-NAMA BY 'ASHIQ-PASHA 

Among the Turkic manuscripts in the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 
there is a nineteenth-century copy of the poem Gharlh
nama by · Ashiq-pasha [I]. The history of the manuscript is 
of some interest; it was presented by the copyist to an ex
traordinary political figure, the Kazakh khan Jahanglr. The 
circumstances surrounding the gift itself. the nature of the 
text, as well as the intricate way by which the copy in ques
tion entered the collection may throw additional light both on 
one of the most curious episodes in Kazakh history and the 
circulation of literary texts. written in Old Anatolian Turkic, 
among the Turkic peoples of Russia and Central Asia. 

The manuscript ( 17.0 x 25.0 cm) is written in naskh; 
folios' edges arc gilded. The binding is paste-board covered 
in shiny bright-brown leather with a gold embossment along 
the edges and in the centre. The back of the binding also has 
a gold embossment. The inner part of the covers is pasted 
over with light-green paper. Both the thick crcmish paper 
and binding arc of Russian manufacturing. The folios show 
a barely visible oval imprinted watennark from the Yaroslavl 
paper factory of Prince Nikolai Gagarin. The ink is black and 
red. The text in verses is framed in red and is written in two 
columns ( 11.0 x 20.0 cm). The manuscript contains 266 fo
lios; 21 lines per page. The copy is in good condition; it cre
ates an impression of richly produced volume thanks to the 
binding's embossmcnt and abundance of gilt on folios' edges. 
The text practically lacks any decoration. There is also no 
'unwiin. The title is at the top of the page. 

Beginning (fol. 4b): 

.:H _;..k: JL.:i <lll =.J JI _fa.il.I fa~ .:r;l .:;_;.SI 

.__g.J->°'11 y. .J !.;~ .;,4 .__g.J->°'11 ._,.,l:JI ~I .:H ~I 

~j'i J.P..>-! ~I .J 2=..J <lll =.J ~WI l:.4 ~ 
. ..s JP ~1.J .J 

End (fol. 266b ): 

~ ) .... .w'il JI L>~ _jl5 ;J 

~ ~ j t..;,..;.ill .\.;; !. .::,.jLl 

c I Ye. Petrosyan, .2001 

The name of the copyist is indicated in the colophon 
written in prose, in the Arabic language, at the end of the 
manuscript (fol. 266b). The text runs as follows: 

"The end of the book Glwrlh-1ulma, belonging to [the 
pen ofl ·Ashiq-pasha. may the Most High grant him peace .. 
This copy was transcribed by the most insignificant and 
miserable of slaves. who seeks the mercy of [our] Lord 
the Creator, Sadr al-Din b. Muhammad Amin al-Qarghall, 
as a gili for Jahanglr-khan b. Bukay-khan, in the year of 
the Hijra 1255. on the fourth day of Muharram (March 20, 
1839-/. !'.).basing this [text] on an old manuscript copied 
in Hijra 854(1450/Sl -/. P.)" [2]. 

There follow two haws of the copyist's own composi
tion, after which we find one more phrase in Arabic: 

"TlllS gift for the kh<111, son or a kh<111, is like the hoo
poe's gili to Sulayman - peace be upon him. It [may be] 
likened to what the hoopoe sang of to Sulayman" [3]. 

To understand the last phrase in its connection with the 
figure of Jahanglr-khan. it would be appropriate to give 
a brief account of this personality's life which falls on a cu
rious period in the histmy of Russo-Kazakh relations. 
Jahanglr was the son of the head of the famed Kazakh 
Biikay Horde, whose role in the history of the Kazakh peo
ple and the history of Russo-Kazakh relations was excep
tional. Biikay. to whom the Horde owed its name, belonged 
to the Kazakhs' tribal nobility, the sul{ii11s, claiming to have 
originated from Chinglz-khan. At the beginning of the nine
teenth century, Biikay crossed into the lands of Russia 
together with a group of Kazakh clans from the Younger 
d11/z and formed a new Horde on the territory between the 
lowlands of the Ural and Volga rivers. In 1803, the Horde 
consisted of 7, 500 tents; by 1845 this number is considered 
to have grown to 52,000. The migration of the nomadic 
Kazakhs under Biikay to Russia was stimulated by several 
factors related to the internal history of the Kazakhs at 
the turn of the eighteenth - nineteenth centuries. One 
of the reasons Biikay eagerly accepted the Russian admini
stration's proposal to resettle within Russia's borders 
was pressure on the tribes of the Younger zhiiz from the 
Kazakhs beyond the Urals [4]. In a letter from Biikay to 
the Astrakhan military governor we read of Biikay's deter
mination to "be a people subject to him in the service of the 
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All-Russian Ruler and Emperor'". In the same letter. Biikiiy 
also asks permission for his people to roam between the 
Ural and Volga [5]. On March 11, 1801, a corresponding 
decree was issued by the Russian Tsar Paul I (r. 1796-
180 I). In 1812, Biikay's Horde was proclaimed a khanate, 
with Biikay as its khan. The newly created khanatc was 
a dual subject of the Astrakhan military governor and the 
Orenburg border commission. a special organ to manage 
the Kazakhs of the Younger :::hi/:::. 

In 1815 Biikay died, and his widow informed the 
Orenburg governor that her deceased husband wished to 
see his son Jahanglr to be his heir. But since Jahangfr was 
still a minor, the authority of the khan was entrusted to the 
brother of the deceased, Shigay, which eventually led to 
a struggle for power within the Horde. Jahangfr intervened 
decisively. leaving his studies in Astrakhan and relating to 
the Orenburg governor his readiness to assume for himself 
power in the khanate. Two circumstances aided Jahangfr's 
eventual success: the Horde's nobility - the sul{iins, hers. 
and elders - suppoi1ed him; the Russian authorities were 
also favourably inclined toward Jahangfr because of his 
an overtly pro-Russian orientation. On June 24, 1824 
Jahangfr was officially proclaimed khiin [ 6]. 

Unlike his father Biikay, who was a nomad to the 
core, Jahangfr had received a Russian education and was 
a man of European culture. He dreamt of the spreading 
of European education among his people. Under his rule 
several settlements appeared among the Kazakh nomadic 
encampments; in time, they became the Horde's commer
cial and cultural centres. In Khan-Qala, the capital settle
ment of the Horde, Jahangfr built his own wooden house in 
imitation of a Russian landlord's dwelling. This home 
served as the khan's palace: its interior was a strange 
mixture of European and Eastern features. There were 
cabinets with numerous books. and an extremely valuable 
collection of Eastern anns hung on the walls. 

Jahangfr considered himself an independent ruler. 
which was formally confirmed by the fact that the Biikay 
khanate was under the jurisdiction of the Russian Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs. He also believed that he would be able 
to retain khan's power for his son; on December 6, 1840, he 
received, through th<: Ministry of Stat.: Property. the assur
ance of Tsar Nicholas I (r. 1825-1855) that his heirs 
would receive the Tsar's patronage and that after his death 
his son, $al;iib-Giray, would be proclaimed khiin [7]. 
Largely, Jahangfr mad.: use of his power without consulting 
with the Russian administration. However, in 1838 a for
mally insignificant but extremely important event took 
place: the Biikay Horde was transferr.:d from the jurisdic
tion of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Ministry of 
State Property, which formally changed the status of the 
khanate. From that time on, the Russian government ceased 
to consider Jahangfr an independent ruler. At the end of his 
life, he had the rank of Major-General. 

Jahangfr took part in the coronation of Nicholas I. 
enjoyed audiences with the Tsar at the court and remained 
in contact with the Orenburg governor. But the aims of 
Jahangfr and those of the Russian government were com
pletely different. If Jahangfr strove to be a full-fledged 
Kazakh ruler, the Russian government merely used 
Jahangfr's disposition toward Russians and Russian culture 
to subjugate a significant part of the Kazakh nomads. The 
Russian government's plans were fully revealed after 
Jahangfr-khan's death. 

Though a man of European culture, Jahangfr, to whom 
the manuscript of the Ghar/h-niima was presented in 1839, 
nonetheless stood at the head of a nomadic people faithful 
to his traditional way of life and beliefs. Constant migra
tions, life in winter and summer encampments, as well as 
a need for space and freedom, rendered the Kazakhs of the 
Biikay Horde less than ideal subjects for their Europeanized 
khan. One of the most serious difficulties, both the Russian 
government and Jahangfr had to face, was deeply rooted 
paganism of the nomads. The Kazakhs were Muslims in 
name only, and Jahangfr-khan saw it as his task to propa
gate Islam among his people. He invited mul/iis to the 
khanate. and their number reached 130 under his rule. 
These were primarily Orenburg Tatars. Living in nomadic 
encampments and setting up "steppe mosques" in the field. 
they compelled the nomads to perform Muslim religious 
rituals. The khan himself was an ardent supporter of the 
same policy: Jahangfr forced litigants who arrived at Khan
Qala to visit a mosque especially constructed here. The 
head mu/Iii of the Horde - the akhiin - served in the 
mosque. There are accounts that the klziin's guard drove the 
Kazakhs into the mosque with whips during the markets 
held in Khan-Qala [8]. A qiiql also appeared in the khanate, 
and the Orenburg Tatar Jabar Khamatov served in this posi
tion for 20 years [9]. 

In 1841, Jahangfr opened a school for Kazakh children 
in Khan-Qala. The main disciplines were the Tatar. Arabic 
and Russian languages, along with elementary arithmetic 
and grammar. Geography and history, although on a mod
erate scale, were also taught. The most able pupils were 
encouraged to continue their education in madrasas of 
Kazan, Ufa. Oren burg. and Astrakhan or were sent to the 
Nepluyevsky Cadets Corps in Orenburg [I OJ. Pupils for 
the school in Khan-Qala were drawn primarily from the 
children of the Kazakh tribal nobility. 

It is among the teachers of this school that I was able to 
find the name of the copyist and gift-giver of our manu
script. $adr al-Din b. Mul;iammad Amin al-Qarghalf. whose 
name was given in its Russified form (Sadreddin Aminov), 
was listed as the school's first teacher of Eastern languages 
and the faith [ 11 ]. As his nisha indicates. he was a native or 
resident of Qarghala. $adr al-Din al-Qarghalf was undoubt
edly a Tatar linked by descent with the history of the 
Orcnburg Tatars, whose role in the spread of Islam among 
the nomads must be recognized as outstanding. In the sec
ond half of the eighteenth century, Orenburg became the 
centre whence the Russian government strove to strengthen 
Islam among the Kazakh nomads. which was a radical 
break with its earlier policy. Extraordinary repressive 
measures were taken by Russian authorities against Islam in 
the 1740s. For example. by mid-1744, 418 of 536 mosques 
in the Qazan area were destroyed. These actions of the 
Russian government even led in 1755 to an uprising of the 
Bashkirs. after which the policy shifted. In 1755, pennis
sion was granted for 200 families to found the settlement of 
Qarghala (or, as the Russians called it. Seitovsky posad) to 
the north of Oren burg. Qarghala, home to Tatars exempt at 
first from all fiscal obligations, for many years, up until the 
Revolution of 1917, remained a centre of Muslim science 
and learning. A mosque. considered the best in the Qazan 
area, was built there [ 12]. 

The role of the Tatars in the Biikay Horde was promi
nent indeed. In addition to the numerous mulliis, who 
helped the Kazakh nomads to be "more Muslim"'. there was 
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a Tatar chancery in Khan-Qala, where a manager, his assis
tant. and two scribes were occupied with official record 
keeping. A head mu/Iii (akhfin), qii<fl, and two azanshl
mu/liis - all were Tatar. Some 200 Tatars also lived in 
Khan-Qala itself. JahangTr's own wife Fatima Guscynova. 
the daughter of an Orcnburg mu/ii, was Tatar too [ 13]. 

So. in 1839, not long before the school began to 
work in Khan-Qala. $adr al-Din b. Mul)a1111nad Amin al
Qarghall. or Sadreddin Aminov, presented the manuscript 
of the Gharlh-niima to JahangTr-khan. As we learn from the 
gift-giver's own note (see above), it was a copy from the 
1450 manuscript which was only 100 years odd distant 
from the date of the work's composition. We do not know 
whether the manuscript was in the personal library of 
Sadreddin Aminov or it was held in some collection in the 
copyist's native Qarghala. In any case, the fact that the 
author used such an old manuscript of the Gharlh-mlma in
dicates that Russian Tatars possessed extremely valuable 
old manuscripts. It may have been JahangTr's receipt of the 
oift that led to Sadr al-Din's invitation to work in the school 
~hen being cot;ceived by the kluln's headquarters. There, 
while instructing Kazakh children in the Tatar language and 
Islam. Sadr al-Din continued to cany out the age-old mis
sion th~ educated Tatars of Orenburg and Qarghala had set 
for themselves - to promote Islam among Turkic nomads. 
In this sense. $adr al-Din's choice of work to present to 
JahangTr seems hardly accidental. 

The poem Gharlh-niinw ("Book of the Stranger") was 
written by an Anatolian $lifi ·All. known as · Ashiq-pasha 
( 1271-1332). In the author's Persian-language introduction, 
found in the majority of extant manuscripts of the work. 
including our manuscript. · Ashiq-pasha refers to himself as 
follows: 'All b. al-Mukhli~ b. Shaykh Ilyas [ 14]. Shaykh 
llyas. or Baba llyas, the poet's grandfather. was a famed $t1fi 
and significant political figure in his day. The author of 
the sixteenth-century Turkish biographical dictionary a/
Shaqa 'i£1 al-nu 'miinii:rn ("Crimson Tulip"). Tashquprizada 
(Tashkoprtizade). writes of Baba Ilyas that he lived in 
Amasya. worked many wonders, and had numerous pupils. 
Baba Ilyas is believed to have come to Asia Minor from 
Khorasan. seeking refuge from the Mongol invasion [ 15]. 
Soon he became the spiritual head of Anatolian Turkmcns 
and, according to some accounts, the instigator of their upris
ing. · Ashiq-pasha's father, Shaykh Mukhli~. was also one of 
the well-known Sufis and a political figure. At the request 
of his disciples. he was for six months the di' fi1c10 ruler of 
the Saljuq Sultanate in Rum after the death of Sultan Ghiyath 
al-Din II (634-657 1236-37-1259). and transferred 
power to Qaraman. who. according to one of the accounts, 
was the son (or grandson) of one of Baba llyas's pupils [16]. 

· Ashiq-pasha is considered to have been born in 
Qirshehir [ 17], although one extant tradition claims that 
· Ashiq-pasha only moved to Qirshchir to be closer to 
another $lifi of great repute, J:lajT Bektash [ 18]. About the 
poet's life very little is known. In the Persian hm·f, conclud
ing the fihrisl for the Gharlh-nllma, we find the dates of 
·Ashiq-pasha's birth and death in !w.1·clh-i ahjad: 

"He came to the world in kh ', he went away in dhlj, 

The thirteenth day of Safar. the eve of Tuesday. 
so-and-so'" [19]. 

This Persian hayr is present in our manuscript too [20]. 
The numerical values of the letters kh' give 6 70, those of 
dhlj equal 733. Thus, the haVI, which was most likely com-

posed by one of the poem's copyists soon after 'Ashiq
pasha's death, reports that the poet was born in I 271172 and 
died on Monday night 3 November 1332. At the end of the 
poem, there are also harls in Turkic providing the date of 
the work's completion: 

"This book is completed now. 
All of its I 00 daslii11s are finished". 

"Jn [the year] 730 from the Hijra, 
The words of rcflcclion reached their end" [21 ]. 

A.H. 730 gives 1329/30, that is, the poet completed his 
work not long before his death in 1332. _ 

Born into a famous family of $lifi shaykhs, 'Ashiq
pasha was undoubtedly a revered figure in Qirshehir. Few 
facts of his life are known thanks to the Maniiqih-niima 
written by his son, Elwan ChelebT, who recounts that 
• Ashiq-pasha was a disciple of Shaykh Suleyman Turkman 
(or Ttirkmeni}, and later Shaykh 'Uthman (Osman), 
a kha//fa of • Ashiq's grandfather, Baba Ilyas. Baba !Iyas 
himself was considered the head of the Anatolian {arlqal 
Abu-1-Wafa KhwarazmT. We also learn that for a time 
· Ashiq-pasha was the 1rn=/r of the Anatolian governor of 
the Ilkhans. Timurtash Pasha. But some unclear circum
stances compelled · Ashiq to leave for Egypt. While return
ing home, upon reaching Qirshehir, he is told to have fallen 
ill and died there on 3 November 1332 [22]. 

From his youth, as his son Elwan ChelebT reports, 
· Ashiq-pasha was surrounded by the Wafliiyya $lifis and 
received a $lifi education. But probably he was also linked 
with the MawlawT order. It was the time when various 
darn·lsh branches flourished in Qirshehir, and there were 
numerous followers of the/i111111·11·a. In time. ·Ashiq-pasha 
became the most influential shavkh in Qirshehir and 
acquired many disciples. His $li.fi poem Gharlh-niima 
demonstrates his indubitable Sunnism. Nonetheless, as 
researchers observe, the poem also reveals some traces of 
unorthodoxy [23]. 

· Ashiq-pashii's main works are the allegorical poem 
Faqr-niima ("Book of the [Bird] Faqr") and his most 
famous marhnall'/, the Gharlh-1ulma. Both works are of 
a didactic nature. The Faqr-mlnw tells of the bird Faqr 
(lit. "poverty"), created by God himself, who orders it to fly 
to all places. During these flights, Faqr ascends to the 
throne of Allah, visits the gardens of paradise, reachs the 
sun, and flies around the earth. It encounters Adam, the Old 
Testament prophets, and also Jesus Christ, but does not 
chose to stay with any of them. Only Mul)ammad, who 
wins the bird over with his modesty and humility, perfec
tion and nobility of spirit, draws Faqr. In this poem, • Ashiq
pasha posits the unconditional superiority of Mul)ammad 
over other prophets, a position disputed by some $lifis [24]. 
Moreover, the aim of the poem seems to show the true 
meaning of poverty as understood by $lifis. The accusa
tions rained down on 'Ashiq-pasha because of his material 
wealth and princely lifestyle, which outwardly stood in con
flict with one of the $liff principle ideas of asceticism. Being 
an extremely wealthy shaykh with influence comparable to 
that of the sultan, · Ashiq-pasha had to defend himself from 
the accusations. The following words arc ascribed to him: 

"He is the dervish who renounecth the world, he is the 
beggar whom the world renounccth; for with them of the 
Truth true poverty is not the outward, it is the inward; and 
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that which they call dcrvishhood dwclleth not in homespun 
and serge and tattered cloak, it dwelleth in the heart; the 
dervish who loveth the world, whatsoever be his poverty 
and indigence, is yet a worlding; while that rich man, what
soever be his riches and worldly power, who yet in his heart 
loveth not those things, nor inclineth thereunto, neither 
seeketh after them. howsoever rich a lord he be, is yet in the 
eyes of them of the Way among the folk of renunciation and 
of those who arc dead unto the world: brief, dcrvishhood is 
the plucking from the heart the love of 'the all beside·, and 
the freeing of the soul from the fetters of the world; 
clsewise, through cowl and frock and rosary and staff 
becometh no man a Sufi pure of heart; and if one hold 
not this path, never shall he find the way to come nigh unto 
The Truth" [25]. 

In the $iifi conception, a darwlsh (or faqlr) could be 
wealthy in the generally accepted sense, while being in fact 
spiritually impoverished, for it was felt that God sometimes 
encumbers his holy men with external wealth in order to 
hide their true essence [26]. Despite his wealth, 'Ashiq
pasha was revered as a man of indubitable sanctity; it man i
fested itself also after his death. As the sixteenth-century 
Ottoman tadhkirajl LapJi writes, the poet's tomb "gave off 
a delicate and pleasant odour" [27]. 'Ashiq-pasha's son, 
Elwan Chelebl, in his Manaqib-niima, seeks to prove the 
extreme sanctity of his father [28]. 

But 'Ashiq-pasha's most popular work is undoubtedly 
his mathnawl, the Gharib-nama. Strangely, La\lfi does not 
give this title for 'Ashiq-pasha's work, mentioning, how
ever, his Diwan on various esoteric matters, $iifi concepts, 
rules for relations between murshid and murld. and reasons 
for becoming a $iifi. La\lfi reports that this Diwan consists 
of I 0 parts, each of which is in tum divided into I 0 sec
tions; he terms it a work "worthy of use by ascetics and the 
pious" [29]. It is entirely obvious that what La !lfi calls the 
Diwan is the poem the author himself entitled the Gharlb
nama. We find this title in the final part of the poem, where 
'Ashiq-pasha explains the reasons which caused him to 
write the work: 

"This 'Book of the Stranger' appeared in [the Turkic] language 
So that those who speak this language [might] grasp the 
meaning [of the Sufi teaching]" [30]. 

'Ashiq-pasha uses several bayts to explain why he 
wrote a $iifi work in Turkic. He says that he would like 
the Turks could familiarize themselves with $iifi teaching 
in their own language in order to have the same opportunity 
as the Persians to gain profound knowledge of $iifism. 
Obviously, to avoid accusations of neglecting the Persian 
language - the classical language of Sufism - ·Ashiq
pasha also tries to show the equal worth of all Jang uages in 
conveying $iifi ideas: 

"All languages possess words endowed with meaning. 
The visage of meaning is open to all who sec" [31 ]. 

'Ashiq-pasha's reflections on the Turkic language, capa
ble, in his view, of conveying $iifi ideas, show how much the 
shaykhs of Asia Minor in the late thirteenth - fourteenth 
century wanted their Turkic-speaking flock, generally igno
rant of Persian, to have a sense of the $iifi teaching. 

The Gharib-nama is an extended poem with a strictly 
organized text that expounds the basic concepts and provi
sions of $iifism. It is a veritable philosophical and religious 

encyclopaedia of $iifism and of its special, esoteric under
standing of the world. The poem abounds in Qur' anic 
citations, ~adiths, ethical edification. Numerous digressions 
on various realms of knowledge - cosmogony, history, 
anatomy, etc., as well as theosophical and ethical refle c
tions of the author - are illustrated by parables, allegories, 
tales of a folkloric and literary nature. 

Of exceptional interest is the poem's compositional 
structure. It consists of 10 chapters (biibs), each of which in 
turn includes I 0 dastiins. The adopted structure is explained 
by the author as follows: 

"[God] established calculation [forj any thing of value, 
Both the [old] shaykh and the youth make use of it. 

The value of all things is known through the calculation. 
Using it, [people] buy and sell. 

[Godj based calculation on [the number] ten, 
Ten is the basis. [even it] there should be one hundred 

thousand. 

Listen then, how this [number] ten 
Will explain to you the meaning of [the number] one 

hundred. 

If one times one gives one, you can take it ten times and 
have ten. 

If you take ten ten times, you have one hundred. 

If you multiply one hundred by one hundred. it becomes 
ten thousand. 

Because one hundred multiplied by ten is ten hundreds. 
[which is] a full thousand. 

Ten thousand results if you take a thousand ten times, 
[And] it gives one hundred thousand if you multiply ten 

thousand by ten. 

No one can calculate how much ten times one hundred 
thousand will be, 

Leave this. do not multiply. return to ten. 

This calculation is based on one, and the factor is ten. 
If you rose to the heavens. [you would learn that] their 

height is equal to ten measures [32]. 

Whether on earth or in heaven, with the help of decimal 
calculation 

All has become known to the smallest details. 

For this reason, [making] ten the basis for this book 
We have created ten chapters with ten sections [each]. 

This is not merely ten dast<l11s in each chapter. 
Here each thing fits each place (maq<lm)" [33]. 

The poem, structured along this numerical principle, 
has no single plot line. Each of the ten chapters is inde
pendent. Each of the ten dastans that comprise them de
scribes phenomena or objects that correspond in number to 
the number of the chapter (biib). For example, the first chap
ter treats the singularity of God, the universe; the second, 
concepts and phenomena based on two (heaven and earth, 
good and evil, body and soul, day and night); the third, the 
three dimensions of time (past, present, and future); the 
fourth, the four elements (earth, wind, water, and fire), etc. 
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The poem is thus a $iifi philosophical work in which we do 
not find, despite its strict internal organization, a systematic 
presentation of $iifi ideas or concepts. At the same time, 
one can see in it a compositionally original retelling of Jbn 
'Arabl's concept of wa!1da1 al-wujiid. 'Ashiq-pasha tells of 
the Absolute (God) realized in the phenomena 
and essences of the universe, of the "reflection" of the 
Absolute - the world, which makes no sense unless it is 
correlated with its source. He describes the most important 
phenomena and essences of the created universe that arose 
as a result of emanation. All of these phenomena and 
essences correlate with each other, and the world presents 
itself as the necessary mode of being of the Absolute (God). 
It seems that 'Ashiq-pasha's contribution to the teaching of 
lbn 'Arabi is creating an original numerical model of the 
world as it appears to the $iifi in its basic features. • Ashiq
pasha's remarks on the number IO. which he breaks down 
into a base of one and a multiplier of IO. and the internal 
numerical organization of the poem's contents seem to im
ply that 'Ashiq-pasha offers a certain innovation, providing 
the grandiose $iifi picture of the universe that can be ex
plained with the aid of numbers. In this connection. the 
teaching on numbers ascribed to Pythagoras, which was 
popular in the East, comes to mind [34]. According to this 
teaching, the harmony of the world (the cosmos) is a result 
of eternally existing correspondences between numbers. Of 
course, 'Ashiq-pasha hardly pretended to have discovered 
these correspondences. but the very attempt to base his 
work on numbers in a $iifi description of the world and its 
phenomena can be regarded as an interesting innovation, 
although we know that $iifism used. for example, numerol
ogy in its theory of degrees of sanctity and a hierarchy of 
the saints [35]. Y ct we should not exclude the alternative 
possibility: that such a system for organizing material in 
the poem served purely mnemonic goals. casing the reader's 
understanding and memorization of the text and aiding 
the poem's popularity. A significant number of surviving 
copies of the Gharfh-niima seems to prove that. 

As a whole, the poem is undoubtedly intended for an 
educated, well-prepared Muslim reader capable of grasping 
numerous hints and allusions. a person well familiar with 
Islamic dogmatics and literature. eager to acquaint himself 
with $iifi ideas. Was Jahanglr such a person'? I have no 
answer to this question. In any case. $adr al-Din explains 
metaphorically the meaning of his present. We cite here his 
words once again: 

''This gift to the k/11/11. the son of the kh<in. is like the 
hoopoe's offering to Su layman -- peace be upon him 1 

It [may be) likened to that of which the hoopoe sang of to 
Sulayman". 

The reference is to the Sulayman (King Solomon of the 
Bible) mentioned in the Qur'an (27: 20). Thanks to the 
Qur'an, Sulayman became the hero of numerous Muslim 
tales. The Qur'anic Sulayman is a righteous sorcerer who 
believes in Allah and receives arcane knowledge from Him. 
The hoopoe bird is mentioned along with Sulayman in the 
siira "The Ants". It tells how Sulayman once gathered an 
army ofjinns, people. and birds and set out on a campaign. 
When they reached the valley where the ants dwelt, one 
female ant urged the ants to hide in their dwelling. fearing 
that Sulayman's forces might trample them. Sulayman, who 
understood the language of the birds and beasts. heard this. 
laughed, and thanked God for bestowing on him miraculous 

abilities. Later, while reviewing his troops, Sulayman dis
covered that the hoopoe had gone missing. Angry, he 
resolved to punish the bird upon its return, but the hoopoe 
returned to report to Sulayman that he had been in the land 
of Saba' and seen there a queen who worshipped the 
sun. Sulayman immediately entered into correspondence 
with the queen and demanded that she become his subject. 
Her attempts to avoid this by sending presents to him 
had failed: Sulayman threatened the queen with war. The 
story tells that the queen appeared to Sulayman herself. saw 
her own throne, miraculously delivered to Sulayman, and 
announced that the Truth had appeared to her and that she 
would renounce her previous, false faith [36]. 

The hoopoe was a popular symbol in $iifi poetry. We 
read. for example, in J:lafi?'s Dfll'iin: 

"I did not reach the edge of the stopping-place (man~if) of the 
bird · Anqa alone. 

I managed this [final) move together with the bird [of king], 
Sulayman". 

This bayt presumes a striving to follow a path ([arfqat) 
in order to reach the Absolute (the stopping-place of the 
bird 'Anqa), while the bird of Sulayman (the hoopoe) 
metaphorically represents the mentor on this path, the $iifi 
shaykh [37]. The bird appears in the famed Mathnawf of 
Jalaladdln Riiml as Sulayman's guide in the desert [38]. The 
Matl111awf also contains a tale about the hoopoe's ambassa
dorial mission between Sulayman and the queen of the land 
of Saba'. Moreover. the hoopoe is one of the key figures in 
the well-known $iifi poem by 'Altar (ca. I 14I-1230), 
Man[iq al-[mr. He becomes a guide to birds that have de
cided to set out in search of "their shiih", the phoenix 
STmurgh. who represents the Truth the $iifi seeks to learn. 
In the poem. the hoopoe says that he already knows the 
shah (i.e. has attained the Truth). condemns the nightingale 
for its love of roses (i.e. for its attachment to the material 
world). the parrot for its attachment to life itself with 
no striving to fathom hidden meaning, and so on [39]. In 
·Agar's poem, thirty birds of those that set out to seek the 
"shah" reach STmurgh (the name literally means "thirty 
birds") and thus gain knowledge of themselves. 

Thus, the meaning of $adr al-Din's message is transpar
ent: in likening his gift. a manuscript of the Gharfh-niima. to 
the hoopoe. he implies that the text is a guide for the khan 
Jahanglr on his path to knowledge of the Truth, the Absolute. 
$adr al-Din chose to present to Jahanglr not merely a reli
gious work, but a $iifi poem. It is the more remarkable when 
one remembers that that were always $iifi slw1·khs who suc
ceeded best in spreading Islam among Turkic nomads. 

The closing bayts (in Arabic) of the manuscript. con
taining a selt~deprecating formula of the giti-giver, also 
exploits the image of a hoopoc: 

"A hoopoe appeared to Su layman on Judgment Day 
l And] presented him with a locust that he held in his beak. 

And pronounced the following: 
'The giti in truth matches the giver. 

If the giti matched your virtue. 
It would be the world and all that is in it'" [40]. 

Thus. the poem by 'Ashiq-pasha. manuscript of which 
$adr al-Din presented to Jahanglr-khan, was to acquaint the 
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Kazakh ruler with the treasures of Sufi world outlook. 
Besides. the very choice of the work is. significant. We can 
assume that the Sufism as presented by 'Ashiq-pasha was 
popular among Tatars of Russia, in particular in Qarghala, 
and at least one very old manuscript of the Gharib-nama 
was kept there. the fact testifying to the living tradition 
of literature in Old Anatolian Turkic in the nineteenth
century Tatar audience. It is to this tradition that we owe 
a valuable copy of the poem. the protograph of which dates 
to 1450151. 

The manuscript is designated by a number in Arabic 
numerals - I 'I' (this may be its number in Jahanglr-khan's 
library). but it lacks khan's personal seal. The paper looks 
new and fresh. as if no one ever read the text. Certainly, the 
reading of the poem needed not mere interest on the part of 
the reader but a good grounding in Muslim theosophy. me
dieval Muslim science and literature. It is hardly probable 
that Jahanglr educated in Russian secular schools possessed 
necessary knowledge. 

The manuscript's fate after the death of Jahanglr is ob
scure. He died on August I I. 1845, in the 22nd year of his 
rule. A board of guardians was established to administer the 
deceased khan's property. and the Horde was put under 
entire Russian control. Jahanglr's widow Fii!ima and her 
brother summoned the 15-year-old SaI:iib-Giray to Khan
Qala from St. Petersburg. where he had been studying in 
the Page Corps. In July 1847. after receiving the title of 
prince. he set off for Petersburg again. but suddenly died on 
the way in the Kazakh steppe [ 41 ]. 

Jahanglr's property passed from one guardian to 
another. At the same time. a struggle was underway for this 
property between the widow's relatives. the relatives of I 

Jahanglr himself. and officials of the Orenburg Border 
Commission. Meanwhile. it was clear that the Bukay khan
ate had been abolished. During the conflict, a large part of 
the disputed property vanished. Many of Jahanglr's per
sonal papers disappeared. and the famous collection of 
weaponry was dispersed. According to one of the versions. 
Jahanglr's eldest daughter Zulaykha. who had married 
Colonel Tevkclc\ in Orenburg. took some items from her 
father's collection with her from Khan-Qala [ 42]. About the 
fate of the books from Jahanglr's library. which contained 
many precious manuscripts, including that of the Gharlh
nama. we know practically nothing. 

In the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies the manuscript under discus
sion here is indicated as acquired from the collection of 
V. V. Velyaminov-Zemov in 1865. So. 20 years after 
Jahanglr's death. the manuscript had made its way to a per
son quite distant from the khan. demonstrating one of the 
more interesting aspects of how manuscripts move about, 
changing owners. In the case at hand, there are more ques
tions about the history of the manuscript than one might 
wish. How could the manuscript have found its way into the 
hands of the well-known Russian Orientalist Velyaminov
Zemov'? To answer this question, one must tum to the 
biography of this in many respects unusual figure. He was 

born in 1830 into a aristocratic family which, like the 
Godunovs and Saburovs, traced its lineage from Chet, 
a descendent of the Golden Horde. Velyaminov-Zemov, 
who lost his father early. completed the famed Aleksandrov 
Lyceum, which counted A. S. Pushkin among its first 
graduates and prepared pupils for state service. In the 
Lyceum's 1850 I 51 yearbook, we find Velyaminov-Zemov's 
first independent study: "On the ascension of Darius Gistasp 
to the throne according to Herodotus and Firdowsi", which 
reflects the author's interest in the East and its history. In this 
work. Velyaminov-Zernov used his knowledge of Persian, 
which he mastered during his study at the Lyceum under the 
direction of St. Petersburg professors. He studied it together 
with Hebrew and Arabic. After finishing the Lyceum, 
Velyaminov-Zcrnov staited as an official in the Asiatic 
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and, in 1851, 
he was sent to Orenburg to serve under the Orenburg gover
nor-general V. A. Perovsky. There he encountered for the 
first time the world of Central Asia [43]. 

Upon arriving in Orenburg in 1851, Velyaminov
Zernov began to study the Turkic languages, and ac
quainted himself with the life of the steppe-dwellers during 
his official journeys through border regions; he also spent 
much time in local archives. We know that during his ser
vice in Orenburg. Velyaminov-Zemov began to acquire 
manuscripts. His most valuable acquisition was the Sharaf
nama by J:lafi~ Tanlsh Bukhari, a work that until then had 
been known only by its title. His work on it began almost 
immediately. 

In 1856, Velyaminov-Zemov left Orenburg and 
resumed service in the Asiatic Department. Whether there 
was among his manuscripts he brought back to 
St. Petersburg our manuscript or not, we cannot say with 
certainty. His interest in Oriental studies, though not for
mally supported by solid special education, grew steadily. 
In St. Petersburg he had written and published several 
works in the capital's scholarly journals. We know that he 
maintained for several years correspondence with the well
known Turkologist V. V. Grigoryev (1816-1881), who 
served in Orenburg beginning in late 1851 as an official for 
special tasks to governor-general Perovsky. In 1852, 
Grigoryev visited the Bukay Horde to investigate abuses 
by the sit/fans of the Horde - relatives of the deceased 
Jahanglr; he was there from June 25 to September 20, 1852. 
It may be that it is at that time that Grigoryev acquired the 
copy of the Gharlh-na111a from Jahanglr's relatives and sub
sequently presented it to Velyaminov-Zemov. Grigoryev 
could make this gift either in Orcnburg or upon his return
ing to St. Petersburg in 1863 when he headed, with a doc
torate in Eastern literature. the newly fonned chair in 
Eastern history on the Faculty of Eastern languages at 
St. Petersburg University [44]. Whatever the case, in 1865 
the manuscript of the Gharlh-nama was given as a gift 
to the Asiatic Museum (today the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies) by Velyaminov-Zernov, 
which marks the beginning of the dispersion of Jahanglr
khan's library. 
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